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Background of the Author 
 
The author these comments is David Jevans, CEO of CipherTrace, Inc.  CipherTrace is a world 
leader in virtual currency and digital asset regulatory compliance, investigations and 
intelligence.  The author has been involved with virtual currencies since 2011, and is the 
inventor of over 20 US patents in the areas of cryptography and security.  The author has 
collaborated with regulatory, tax and law enforcement agencies worldwide in the area of virtual 
currencies and digital assets.  These include FinCEN, SEC, IRS, CFTC, DoJ, FCA UK, MAS 
Singapore, MFSA Malta, BMA Bermuda, Financial Action Task Force (FATF), etc. 
 
Comment Period Overview 
 
We are concerned that the comment period is only 15 days, and falls over the Christmas and 
New Year’s holidays. 
 
Otherwise Covered Wallets 

“FinCEN is proposing to define otherwise covered wallets as those wallets that are held at a 
financial institution that is not subject to the BSA and is located in a foreign jurisdiction 
identified by FinCEN on a List of Foreign Jurisdictions” 

This would imply that the recordkeeping and filing requirement does not apply to 
counterparties who, while lacking BSA compliance, are not located in the List of Foreign 
Jurisdictions.   

“FinCEN is also proposing to extend this exemption to CVC or LTDA transactions where the 
counterparty wallet is hosted by a foreign financial institution, except for a foreign financial 
institution in a jurisdiction listed on the Foreign Jurisdictions List, which FinCEN is proposing to 
establish. Initially, the Foreign Jurisdictions List would be comprised of jurisdictions designated 
by FinCEN as jurisdictions of primary money laundering concern (i.e. Burma, Iran, and North 
Korea), but could in the future be expanded to include jurisdictions that are identified to have 
significant deficiencies in their regulation of CVC or LTDA such that the application of this 
proposed rule’s recordkeeping and reporting requirements would be appropriate. “ 

How will the Foreign Jurisdictions List be made available to financial institutions, and how will 
that list be created and maintained? 

 



Application of Mandatory Exemptions to 31 U.S.C. 5313 Reporting Requirements to the 
Proposed CVC/ LTDA Transaction Reporting Requirement and Consideration of Applying the 
Discretionary Exemptions to 31 U.S.C. 5313 Reporting Requirements to the Proposed 
CVC/LTDA Transaction Reporting Requirement  

 

Many companies pay remote workers and employees using CVCs.  The same exemptions as 
provided to commercial banks should be afforded to banks and MSBs that facilitate these types 
of payments using CVCs.   

Also, there are banks that do facilitate transactions with unhosted wallets.  For example, SBI in 
Japan provides banking services, but also facilitates unhosted wallets through the issuance of 
cryptocurrency cards that manage their private keys on the device under the user’s control.  
(https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/SBI_Group) SBI is an investor in Tangem and CoolBitX, both of 
which provide hardware unhosted wallets to SBI consumers. 

 

FinCEN is not proposing to extend the regulatory exceptions related to public companies and 
their subsidiaries that have been applied to such entities with respect to currency 
transactions pursuant to 31 CFR 1020.315(b)(4)–(5).  

Please clarify that why a public company that deals with CVC will not be afforded the 
exemptions that are extended to public companies and their subsidiaries for other types of 
transactions.  On what factual information is this based?  We see no comparative metrics about 
CVC versus other currency and transaction types that would justify a difference in the 
exceptions. 

 

In some instances, CVC/LTDA transactions may involve multiple senders and recipients. As 
reflected in the proposed exemption language at 31 CFR 1010.316(d), a transaction where 
any one participating wallet is unhosted or otherwise covered would be subject to the 
proposed CVC/LTDA transaction  

This could create an unusual burden on banks and MSBs, where transactions on a blockchain 
are optimized to reduce fees by grouping them together. This is a level of technical complexity 
that has not been contemplated by MSBs and banks.  For example, a bank will group a number 
of funds transfers into a single “blockchain transaction” which may group the payments being 
made to many other recipients in order to reduce overall transaction fees.  It is not clear how 
this is to be reported or recorded.  For example, does this mean that the total amount of the 
transaction, where there are multiple senders (customers) is counted as one CVC transaction in 



terms of counting the dollar amount? There could be significant cost to financial institutions to 
devise mechanisms to break apart this transaction optimization, record it and report on it. 

 

VI Request for Comment 

1.  Yes, FinCEN has been sufficiently clear in the impact of the definitional change to 
“monetary instruments”. 

2. Further detail on the costs for complying are described in a separate comment below. 
3. CTR reporting may be helpful in identifying in an automated fashion customers moving 

>$10,000 of CVC per day.  If that has proven helpful in achieving the goals of FinCEN and 
law enforcement for other forms of money transmittal, then I have no objection to 
having that reporting apply to CVC transactions.  However, the requirement for 
recording the name and address of the holder of an unhosted wallet is unlikely to help 
law enforcement.  Malign actors will simply send their funds to an unhosted wallet in 
their own name.  So nothing is accomplished that is not already accomplished by 
enforcing KYC regulations.  Furthermore it will not help in ransomware investigations, as 
victims who send funds (hospitals, government agencies, businesses and individuals 
who get affected) do not know the name of the ransomware criminals, so will make up a 
name or send to their own unhosted wallet then to the ransomware operator’s 
unhosted wallet.  Existing blockchain analytic tools are already quite effective in tracing 
ransomware payments to their eventual cash-out at an MSB. 

4. I do not see how asking the name and address of holders of unhosted wallets creates 
any improvement in the reduction of criminal and terrorist financing, as those names 
will not be validated, nor can they reasonably be validated.  Futhermore, if CVCs are 
viewed as an analog to cash, this requirement exceeds that required by banks and MSBs 
today.  For example, if I withdraw $3,000 cash from my bank to my private wallet, the 
bank does not have a requirement to ask me the name and address of the people I will 
spend my cash with.  This requirement around unhosted wallets seems to be excessive 
and will only burden legitimate users of CVCs, and will not meaningfully impact malign 
actors. 

5. CipherTrace has already provided data about the number of transactions would change 
based on different thresholds.  However, the technology software, implementation and 
operational costs would not vary dramatically, as every CVC transaction has to be 
checked no matter the amount. 

6. Reporting costs would approximately double on an operational basis if FinCEN were to 
apply the reporting requirement to all CVC/LTDA transactions.  Significant costs will be 
incurred by banks and MSBs in order to conform with Fund Transfer Travel Rule 
requirements, and this will add to that burden. 

7. Yes, FinCEN should consider adding to the proposed Foreign Jurisdictions Lists.  This 
would be based on a review of the jurisdictions’ AML regulations as they pertain to 
CVC/LTDA, as well as actual conformance measurements of KYC and AML by MSBs and 
banks in those jurisdictions.  CipherTrace has provided some of this information in the 



following report:  https://ciphertrace.com/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/CipherTrace-
2020-Geographic-Risk-Report-100120.pdf 

8. Yes, FinCEN has provided adequate guidance on transaction aggregation 
9. Some smaller MSBs have complained that aggregating transactions, particularly across 

operating regions would be onerous.  Aggregating fiat and CVC/LTDA transaction 
amounts could be quite problematic for larger institutions where the CVC/LTDA 
business (for example custody services) are different operating divisions and may not 
have access to consolidated reporting.  This could result in expensive software 
development costs in order to modify systems.  It could also impact compliance 
software developer companies, and might force larger institutions to implement new 
versions of software at great expense in software license costs, implementation and 
planning. 

10. FinCEN should extend the CTR reporting requirements related to CVC/LTDA 
transactions, in the same way that banks have exceptions applied for fiat transactions. 

11. Yes, if FinCEN is going to burden MSBs and banks with these regulations, broker-dealers 
and others involved in CVC/LTDA transactions should also be covered.  We have seen 
several examples of malign actors laundering CVC funds through OTC desks (broker-
dealers) in 2020. 

12. See our costs comments below. 
13. As described in our comment to questions 3 and 4, we see minimal improvement in the 

tracing of CVC transactions from the implementation of this regulation.  CTRs may help 
with the automated detection of large scale holders of CVCs who might not be reporting 
them for tax purposes.  We do not see the requirement for providing and recording the 
name and address of unhosted wallets, as criminals will easily work around this by 
sending to their own unhosted wallets that share the same name as their KYC-ed 
accounts at the MSBs and banks, or by providing fake or money mule names and 
addresses.  This part of the proposed regulations only makes it harder for legitimate 
users of CVC/LTDAs, while not affording meaningful data to law enforcement.  It is not 
clear that this will help with identifying structuring either. 

14. Any action that will make it more difficult to use existing blockchain tracing 
methodologies will not help law enforcement.  It is feared that this regulation, 
particularly about unhosted wallets, will drive transactions offshore and also further 
encourage the use of anonymity enhanced CVCs.  In order to enhance law 
enforcement’s investigative abilities, existing regulations should be enforced (KYC, 
detection and reporting of suspicious transactions, and the use of blockchain analytics 
tools by banks and MSBs).  What would be helpful is for the Funds Travel Rule to be 
applied between banks and MSBs and the banks that customers use to fund CVC 
purchases or cash-out into fiat.  This would allow investigations to connect specific bank 
accounts to malign actors and their hosted wallet addresses.  This connection between 
fiat and CVC/LTDA is important, and this proposed regulation does little to enable this.  
For example, malign actors often move to CVCs once their fiat accounts have been 
identified, and then use third party payment systems to obfuscate their actions.  For 
example, PayPal does not inform a card issuing bank if the customer is purchasing CVCs, 
making it impossible for the bank to implement risk-based policies regarding CVCs. 



15. Banks and MSBs should already be identifying their customers according to the value 
and frequency of their transactions.  This regulation will help law enforcement.  It will 
certainly increase the onboarding cost of customers, and will force either full KYC for all 
customers, or complex workflows that must be performed if the value or number of 
transactions exceeds a certain amount.  This frustrates customers and could double or 
triple the KYC onboarding costs.  CVC kiosks (eg. Bitcoin ATMs) who do not do this today 
will suffer, as they will no longer be able to perform real-time withdrawls or deposits 
over these limits.  Many of these operators do conform already to this, but many simply 
record a photo of the customers identification card and are unable to do any other 
verification. 

16. Yes, anti-structuring should be extended to CVC/LTDA transactions.  The recording of 
unhosted wallet names and addresses will likely stimulate more sophisticated 
structuring efforts than employed by malign actors today. 

17. We do not believe that additional information needs to be retained. 
18. Please see our commentary on costs below. 
19. Increased KYC information will help law enforcement.  Unhosted wallet information is 

likely to provide no value.  CTRs may help in detection of undeclared CVC assets, but will 
also encourage structuring. 

20. As described in comment 14, what would be helpful is for the Funds Travel Rule to be 
applied between banks and MSBs and the banks that customers use to fund CVC 
purchases or cash-out into fiat.  This would allow investigations to connect specific bank 
accounts to malign actors and their hosted wallet addresses.  This connection between 
fiat and CVC/LTDA is important, and this proposed regulation does little to enable this. 

21. It is unreasonable for banks and MSBs to verify the identify the counterparties of their 
hosted wallet customers.  It would likely violate privacy regulations between countries 
such as GDPR.  It would put undue burden on banks and MSBs to verify the identity of 
counterparties who use hosted wallets at other banks or MSBs, and is contrary to 
everything that is done in today’s financial system.  Trying to verify the identity of 
unhosted wallets is similarly unreasonable and potentially impossible.  It would still not 
assist in law enforcement activities, as there can be many unhosted wallet transactions 
before being sent to a bank or MSB.  What would be helpful is if banks and MSBs, as 
well as credit card acquirers, could accurately determine if fiat payments are to or from 
organizations for the purpose of CVC/LTDA transactions.  There is much that can be 
learned on the banking side by pivoting and combining data about a customer that may 
not be visible only to the MSB or bank who is only seeing the CVC/LTDA transactions. 

22. Electronic retention of records is reasonable and appropriate, as is retrievability. 
23. Yes, FinCEN record keeping obligations should be extended to broker-dealers and other 

financial institutions. 
24. There are extensive technical challenges that we describe in our responses to questions: 

5,6,7,9,15,21. 

 

 



Comment on Costs and Complexity of Implementation 

FinCEN estimated in its recent OMB control number renewal for SAR requirements that the 
average labor cost of storing SARs and supporting documentation, weighed against the relevant 
labor required, was $24 per hour.95 FinCEN assesses that this is a reasonable estimate for the 
labor cost of the requirements that would be imposed by this rule. Therefore a reasonable 
minimum estimate for the burden of administering this rule is approximately $30.8 million 
annually (1,284,349 hours multiplied by $24 per hour). However, the PRA burden does not 
include certain costs, such as information technology implementation costs solely resulting 
from the proposed rule. FinCEN specifically requests comment regarding the costs associated 
with implementing these requirements.  

I challenge your estimate of $24 per hour labor rate.  Recent job postings for AML employees at 
CVC-oriented companies are up to $87,000 per year, unburdened.  
https://www.linkedin.com/jobs/view/2342689434 

FinCEN’s estimates do not include technical implementation, software procurement, blockchain 
analytic services to determine hosted versus unhosted wallets, blockhain analytic services to 
determine if a bank/MSB counterparty conforms to requirements (including not being in the 
Foreign Jurisdiction List, registration with FinCEN, appropriate KYC/AML controls), record 
keeping and reporting software including search, training and other ongoing technical costs.  
These will dwarf the costs estimated in the rulemaking proposal. 

Some of these costs will be similar or overlap with costs required to comply with the Funds 
Transfer Travel Rule.  These costs have been quite high, especially for smaller companies.   

We estimate that the technology operations cost of compliance will be $500,000 per year for 
larger CVC companies, not including implementation costs or ongoing burdened labor costs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 


